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Fujikura has released active optical Camera Link cable assemblies, the FOCLF 
series, for long distance transmission of high resolution and high speed signals 
from industrial digital cameras.

Camera Link, which has been standardized by the Automated Imaging Associa-
tion in the U.S.A., is a transmission interface standard between a digital machine 
vision camera and an image processing board (frame grabber board), and is used 
in machine vision applications where high-speed digital cameras are used in many 
kinds of visual inspection systems to improve the productivity and the inspection 
quality. A weak point of the Camera Link is that maximum transmission distance is 
less than 10 m when using metal cable assemblies.

Fujikura has been a provider of the active optical cable assemblies, the FOCLB 
series which comply with the Camera Link standard, and has been receiving favor-
able reputations. Utilizing optical transmission technologies, the FOCLB series are 
able to transmit image signals up to 100 meters.

The FOCLF series conform to Full Configuration (8bit-8tap) which is an upper 
connection configuration for transmitting high resolution signals in the Camera 
Link standard. They realize maximum 100 meters transmission of high resolution 
and high speed signals at clock rate of 85 MHz by using two cable assemblies- an 
FOCLF cable and an FOCLB cable.

Features
 ·Maximum transmission is 100 meters without applying repeater.
 ·Electrical interface is the same as the one for the conventional metal cable.
 ·Optical fiber/metal hybrid cable achieves PoCL (Power over Camera Link) func-
tion.
 ·High flex cycles cables are available as an option.
 ·Comply with European Union RoHS．
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Table. Main Features.

Configurations
Full configuration (8 bit- 8 tap)

(by using both an FOCLB series 
cable and an FOCLF series cable)

Input pixel 
clock 

frequency
20 to 85 MHz

Cable length 100 m (Max.)

Connector MDR/SDR

Operating 
voltage

DC +12 V +/-5 %

Power supply PoCL [NOTE]/External

[NOTE]  Maximum cable length is restricted to 
30 m.

Fig. 1. Active Optical Camera Link 
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Fig. 2.  System configuration (Non-PoCL).


